### Apparatus for cleaning deposition chamber parts using selective spray etch

In one aspect, a spray cleaning apparatus (400, 500, 600, 700) for components of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber includes: a support member (606, 702, 706); a spray nozzle (408, 608) attached to the support member; a cleaning chemistry supply (410, 604, 704); and a conduit (606, 706) adapted to convey cleaning chemistry from the cleaning chemistry supply to the spray nozzle; wherein the spray nozzle attached to the support member is adapted to rotate and/or to move linearly and is adapted to direct a spray of cleaning chemistry to the interior of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber component from a plurality of directions.

**FIG. 6**
Description

[0001] The present application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 60/946,983 filed June 28, 2007 and entitled "TANTALUM/TANTALUM NITRIDE STRIPPING OF CHAMBER PARTS USING SELEETIVE ETCHING" (Attorney Docket No. 12260/L), which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

Related Applications

[0002] Co-owned U.S. Patent 6,812,471, filed July 17, 2003 and entitled "METHOD OF SURFACE TEXTURING", is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety and for all purposes.


Field Of The Invention

[0004] The present invention relates generally to electronic device manufacturing and is more particularly directed to the cleaning of process chamber components. Further, the invention relates to a method of cleaning an electronic device manufacturing process chamber part. Additionally, the invention concerns a spray cleaning apparatus for components of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber.

Background Of The Invention

[0005] In semiconductor, flat panel and solar power panel manufacturing processes, various films are deposited on the surfaces of substrates. In the course of processing the substrates, equipment (and/or the chambers) used to deposit the films may also become unintentionally coated in the deposited film. Often an in-situ cleaning process may be used to maintain a clean and consistent chamber environment. However, sometimes an in-situ cleaning is not possible, or is no longer effective. At these times, the film-covered equipment components may need to be removed and cleaned.

Summary Of The Invention

[0006] In light of the above, the spray cleaning apparatus according to independent claim 1, and the spray cleaning apparatus according to independent claim 7 are provided.

[0007] Further advantages, features, aspects and details are evident from the dependent claims, the description and the drawings.

[0008] In one aspect a method of cleaning an electronic device manufacturing process chamber part is provided, including a) spraying the part with an acid; b) spraying the part with DI water; and c) treating the part with potassium hydroxide.

[0009] In an embodiment, the acid comprises a mixture of acids.

[0010] It may be provided that a metal film is cleaned from the part.

[0011] In a typical embodiment a silicon compound is cleaned from the part.

[0012] In a further embodiment, the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises using the part as a container.

[0013] In a further embodiment, the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises measuring the temperature of the part and comparing the measured temperature to a desired temperature, and/or wherein the desired temperature is selected to provide a favorable part cleaning rate to part etching rate ratio.

[0014] A typical embodiment comprises one of a) increasing the flow rate of acid to increase the temperature of the part and b) decreasing the flow rate of acid to decrease the temperature of the part.

[0015] In a further embodiment, the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises placing the part on a turntable and rotating the turntable.

[0016] The method may be characterized in that the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises preferentially directing the spray toward a portion of the part which is coated with more of a material to be cleaned than another portion of the part is coated with.

[0017] In a typical embodiment of the method the part comprises an intentionally deposited coating and/or the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises measuring the temperature of the part and comparing the measured temperature to a desired temperature; and/or the desired temperature is selected to provide a favorable part cleaning rate to intended coating etching rate and/or a favorable part cleaning rate to part etching rate.

[0018] In a further embodiment the acid is heated prior to spraying the part with the acid.

[0019] In a typical embodiment a portion of the part is masked prior to spraying the part with the acid.

[0020] The method may be characterized in that the step of spraying the part with DI water comprises spraying the water at a pressure of between about 500 and about 2000 p.s.i. Preferably, the water pressure may be between about 750 and about 1500 p.s.i. In a typical embodiment the water is sprayed at a pressure of about 1000 p.s.i.

[0021] In another aspect, a spray cleaning apparatus for components of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber is provided, including: a) a support member; b) a spray nozzle attached to the support member; c) a cleaning chemistry supply; and e) a conduit adapted to convey cleaning chemistry from the cleaning chemistry supply to the spray nozzle; wherein the spray nozzle attached to the support member is adapted to rotate and/or to move linearly and is adapted to direct a spray of cleaning chemistry to the interior of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber.

In an embodiment, the acid comprises a mixture of acids.

In an embodiment, a metal film is cleaned from the part.

In a typical embodiment, a silicon compound is cleaned from the part.

In a further embodiment, the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises using the part as a container.

In a further embodiment, the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises measuring the temperature of the part and comparing the measured temperature to a desired temperature, and/or wherein the desired temperature is selected to provide a favorable part cleaning rate to part etching rate ratio.

A typical embodiment comprises one of a) increasing the flow rate of acid to increase the temperature of the part and b) decreasing the flow rate of acid to decrease the temperature of the part.

In a further embodiment, the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises placing the part on a turntable and rotating the turntable.

The method may be characterized in that the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises preferentially directing the spray toward a portion of the part which is coated with more of a material to be cleaned than another portion of the part is coated with.

In a typical embodiment of the method the part comprises an intentionally deposited coating and/or the step of spraying the part with an acid comprises measuring the temperature of the part and comparing the measured temperature to a desired temperature; and/or the desired temperature is selected to provide a favorable part cleaning rate to intended coating etching rate and/or a favorable part cleaning rate to part etching rate.

In a further embodiment the acid is heated prior to spraying the part with the acid.

In a typical embodiment a portion of the part is masked prior to spraying the part with the acid.

The method may be characterized in that the step of spraying the part with DI water comprises spraying the water at a pressure of between about 500 and about 2000 p.s.i. Preferably, the water pressure may be between about 750 and about 1500 p.s.i. In a typical embodiment the water is sprayed at a pressure of about 1000 p.s.i.

In another aspect, a spray cleaning apparatus for components of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber is provided, including: a) a support member; b) a spray nozzle attached to the support member; c) a cleaning chemistry supply; and e) a conduit adapted to convey cleaning chemistry from the cleaning chemistry supply to the spray nozzle; wherein the spray nozzle attached to the support member is adapted to rotate and/or to move linearly and is adapted to direct a spray of cleaning chemistry to the interior of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber.
device manufacturing process chamber component from a plurality of directions.

In a typical embodiment, the spray cleaning apparatus further comprise a temperature sensor adapted to measure the temperature of the chamber component.

Further, the spray cleaning apparatus may comprise a controller which is adapted to compare a temperature of the chamber component to a predetermined temperature range and/or which is further adapted to change the flow rate of cleaning chemistry sprayed by the spray nozzle.

In a further embodiment, the controller is adapted to increase the flow of cleaning chemistry to increase the temperature of the chamber component.

The spray cleaning apparatus may be characterized in that the controller is adapted to decrease the flow of cleaning chemistry to decrease the temperature of the chamber component.

In yet another aspect, a spray cleaning apparatus for components of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber is provided which includes: a) a cleaning tank; b) a plurality of spray nozzles connected to an arm; c) a mounting device adapted to hold a process chamber component inside the tank; and d) a cleaning chemistry supply connected to the spray nozzles; wherein the arm is adapted to move the spray nozzles to direct a spray of cleaning chemistry at the chamber component from a plurality of directions.

In a typical embodiment, the spray cleaning apparatus may further comprise a controller which is adapted to direct the spray of cleaning chemistry from individual spray nozzles to increase the amount of cleaning chemistry which impacts portions of the chamber component which are more heavily coated with a film to be cleaned and/or to decrease the amount of cleaning chemistry which impacts portions of the chamber component which are less heavily coated with film to be cleaned.

Embodiments are also directed to apparatuses for carrying out the disclosed methods and including apparatus parts for performing described method steps. Furthermore, embodiments are also directed to methods by which the described apparatus operates or by which the described apparatus is manufactured. It may include method steps for carrying out functions of the apparatus or manufacturing parts of the apparatus. The method steps may be performed by way of hardware components, firmware, software, a computer programmed by appropriate software, by any combination thereof or in any other manner. It is contemplated that elements of one embodiment may be advantageously utilized in other embodiments without further recitation.

Numerous other aspects are provided in accordance with these and other aspects of the invention. Other features and aspects of the present invention will become more fully apparent from the following detailed description, the appended claims and the accompanying drawings. So that the manner in which the above recited features of the present invention can be understood in detail, a more particular description of the invention, briefly summarized above, may be had by reference to embodiments. The accompanying drawings relate to embodiments of the invention and are described in the following:

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0030] Figures 1A - E are a schematic illustration of a method for cleaning or reclaiming a process film coated component according to one of the embodiments of the invention.

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of a cleaning method of the invention.

Figure 3 is a flow diagram of a method of controlling chamber component temperature during cleaning chemistry spraying.

Figure 4 is a schematic drawing of a chamber component spraying apparatus of the invention.

Figure 5 is a schematic drawing of another chamber component spraying apparatus of the invention.

Figure 6 is a schematic drawing of another chamber component spraying apparatus of the invention.

Figure 7 is a schematic drawing of another chamber component spraying apparatus of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In order to recondition process chamber components, the components may be dipped into an acid bath to remove an unintentional coating or film. The acid bath dip, however, may result in a violent reaction which may be undesirable. Also, a tremendous amount of heat may be produced by the reaction so that a chiller may be needed to cool the process to an operating temperature at which the equipment is not over heated.

Additionally, the unintentional coating on the equipment may not be even. For example, in the case of physical vapor deposition (PVD) chambers, there may be a source or target material at the top of the chamber, a substrate at the bottom and shields which extend from the target to the substrate around the interior of the chamber. The top of the shields near the target or source may accumulate a thicker, denser coating than the bottom of the shields near the substrate. When a dipping clean process is used, very often the thick areas of film accumulation may not be fully cleaned while the thin areas may be over-etched. Over-etching may damage the shields and may cause future unintentional coatings to shed onto a substrate being processed. Shedding of particles onto a substrate may cause defects in the substrate that may render the substrate inoperative. Hence, contamination control is a major issue for manufacturers of semiconductor devices, flat panel displays and solar power panels.
While the above example pertains to the shields of a PVD chamber, it will be appreciated that other chamber components (such as shadow rings, contact rings, clamp rings, substrate supports, showerheads, faceplates, etc.) from other deposition processes (including chemical vapor depositions (CVD) and electroplating) may accumulate unintentional coatings that periodically require ex-situ cleaning. Likewise, etching processes (such as reactive ion etching, sputter etching and electroetching) may also result in an accumulation of etching by-product films on the chamber components that may require ex-situ cleaning.

The present invention provides methods and apparatus for cleaning coatings from the surfaces of processing equipment. The applicants have discovered that by spraying a cleaning chemistry onto a part, rather than by dipping the part into the cleaning chemistry, enhanced cleaning of processing equipment parts may be obtained. The enhanced cleaning may be obtained with less etching of the parts themselves and with less etching of any intentional coating of the part. Following the spraying of the cleaning chemistry onto the part, the part may then be pressure washed with DI water, for example, and then may be treated with potassium hydroxide. Finally, the part may be re-rinsed with the DI water.

Typically, new chamber components 102 may be intentionally covered with a coating 104. This may be referred to herein as an "intentional coating." The coating may, for example, be a protective layer, or a layer which gives the component proper electrical properties in order to be compatible with a plasma environment. In addition, the coating may minimize contamination of substrates within the chamber. One intentional coating 104 is a twin wire arc spray ("TWAS") coating of aluminum, copper, nickel, molybdenum, or zinc, for example. Other intentional coatings may be used.

As the name suggests, the TWAS coating process may include two wires which form an electric arc. Molten metal which results from the arcing metal wires may be atomized by compressed air and sprayed upon a component to form a coating. The resulting intentionally coated component may have a roughness which promotes adhesion of PVD materials to the component. This may help prevent unintentionally coated PVD materials from breaking off and contaminating the surface of a substrate. Other components, such as the ones listed earlier, may also be coated by a TWAS process. Likewise, adhesion of other process materials (such as, for example, CVD films, and etching by-products, etc., as discussed earlier) may be enhanced by the TWAS or other intentional coating.

The next layer may be the accumulated process material layer or unintentional coating 106. Depending upon the equipment, and/or the processes run on the equipment, the unintentional coating material may vary. Common accumulated process films in PVD equipment may include copper (Cu), ruthenium (Ru), aluminum (Al), titanium (Ti) and/or titanium nitride (TiN), titanium tungsten (TiW) and tantalum (Ta) and/or tantalum nitride (TaN). Unintentional coatings on etching equipment are usually polymeric. Unintentional coatings on CVD chambers may be silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, silicon oxynitride, silicon carbon, doped silicon oxides, oxygenated silicon carbon films (often referred to as SiCOH).

In some embodiments of the present invention, portions of a chamber component which have not accumulated unintentional coating may be masked so that the cleaning chemistry spray will not etch the chamber component or the intentional coating.
or the same ratio of hydrogen chloride (HCl) to nitric acid (HNO₃). The nitric acid may be commercial grade which may provide a cost benefit. The ratio may vary somewhat, a 20:80 ratio of the same constituents may also be effective for selective stripping of TaN/Ta from an Al coating or component.

One of ordinary skill in deposition chamber cleaning will be able to select a chamber cleaning spray chemistry based upon the nature of the unintentional coating and intentional coatings and the material which forms the substrate.

After completion of the process in step 1B, the majority, if not all of the unintentional coating may be removed from the thickly accumulated areas (top of the shield near a source/target, for example), while the thinly coated areas may not be over-etched.

In step 1C, the component is power washed with DI water to remove the cleaning chemistry and perhaps to remove some (if any exists) of the remaining unintentional coating 106 (TaN/Ta, for example). The pressure of the pressure washing step can vary widely, from 500 to 2000 p.s.i. However, it is expected that for most applications, 1000 p.s.i will suffice.

In FIG. 1D, the intentional coating 104 (TWAS Al, for example) is removed with a dilute potassium hydroxide (KOH) mixture. The degree of dilution may vary from about 6% KOH up to 25% KOH. The KOH may be sprayed on the component, or the component may be dipped in a bath of KOH. Likewise, if any of the unintentional coating 106 remains on the chamber component 102, it is expected that the KOH step will under-cut the fragmented unintentional coating 106. Such undercutting may help to remove any remaining fragmented unintentional coating 106. For a component the size of a PVD shield it is expected to take about 60 to 90 minutes to remove the intentional coating 104 with a dilute KOH treatment. The component may be washed with DI water at about 40 p.s.i following the KOH treatment.

In FIG. 1E the cleaned component (PVD shield, for example) is ready for grit blasting and an application of a new intentional layer 106 (TWAS Al, in the example of a PVD shield) so that the component can be re-installed in a processing chamber. Details of the grit-blasting process and deposition of the intentional layer can be found in commonly owned U.S. Patent 6,812,471 by Popiolkokwski et al., filed on July 17, 2003, and U.S. Patent 6,933,508 also by Popiolkokwski et al., filed on March 13, 2002, which have been previously incorporated herein by reference.

Figs. 1A - 1E illustrate a cleaning method of the invention and its effect on a surface of a component. Figs. 2 is a flow diagram of one embodiment of the cleaning method of 200 of the invention. Method 200 begins in step 202. In step 204, a component to be cleaned is provided wherein the component has an unintentional coating. The unintentional coating corresponds to layer 106 of Figs. 1A-E. The cleaning process may also be thought of as a reclaiming process or a stripping process. The component may also have an intentional coating on it located on the component but beneath the unintentional coating. The intentional coating corresponds to layer 104 as discussed with reference to Figs. 1A-E.

In step 206 of FIG. 2, the component having an unintentional coating is sprayed with a cleaning chemistry. The cleaning chemistry may be a selective chemistry whereby the cleaning chemistry may etch the unintentional coating 106 faster than it etches the intentional coating 104. Alternatively, if an intentional coating 104 is not present, the selective chemistry may etch the unintentional coating faster than it etches the component. The chemistry used would be the same as explained in conjunction with FIG 1B. After step 206, most if not all of the accumulated layer will be removed from the component.

In step 208, the component is sprayed with high pressure DI water. The pressure washing removes the chemicals from step 206 and may loosen and remove any unintentional coating material remaining after step 206.

In step 210, the component is exposed to a dilute KOH mixture. The mixture concentration is as explained in conjunction with FIG. 1D. The mixture may be sprayed on the component or the component may be dipped in a bath of KOH. If the spray method is used, the KOH treatment may occur in the same apparatus. Alternatively, the component may be moved to a separate apparatus to receive KOH treatment (either spray or bath). The KOH treatment may strip the intentional coating from the component. If the component does not have an intentional coating (104 of FIG. 1), then step 4 may be omitted.

In step 212, the component may be rinsed with DI water following the treatment with KOH.

Finally, in step 214, the newly cleaned component is ready to be reconditioned. The reconditioning process may include grit blasting the component and the application of a new intentional coating. Reconditioning processes are discussed in more detail in commonly owned U.S. Patent 6,812,471 by Popiolkokwski et al., filed on July 17, 2003, and U.S. Patent 6,933,508 also by Popiolkokwski et al., filed on March 13, 2002, which have been previously incorporated herein by reference.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram which depicts a method 300 of the invention for controlling the temperature of a chamber component while the component is being sprayed with a cleaning chemistry. An example of such a spraying step may be step 206 of FIG. 2. The method begins in step 302. In step 304 the chamber component is sprayed with a cleaning chemistry at an initial flow rate. The initial flow rate may be based upon an operator’s judgment or may be based upon prior experience spraying similar components with similar cleaning chemistries.

In step 306, a temperature of the chamber component is measured. Alternatively, the temperature of the cleaning chemistry may be measured as it drains from a cleaning tank. In step 308, the measured temperature is compared to a target temperature or temperature range.
The target temperature or range may be selected to increase the etch rate of the unintentional coating 106 and to decrease the etch rate of the intentional coating 104 and/or the chamber component material 102. Another way to state this is that a target temperature range may be selected to obtain an acceptably high etch rate of the unintentional coating 106 and an acceptably low etch rate of the intentional coating 104 and/or the chamber component material 102. Thus, for any given cleaning chemistry, two curves may be drawn: one which plots unintentional coating etch rate versus temperature, and the other which plots intentional coating and/or chamber component etch rate versus temperature. A temperature range may then be chosen which gives acceptable etch rates of the unintentional coating 106, the intentional coating 104, and the chamber component material 102.

If the measured temperature is found to be greater than the target temperature range in step 308, the method may pass to step 310 in which the flow rate of the cleaning chemistry is decreased, and the spraying of the chamber component is continued. The method then passes back to step 306 where the temperature is re-measured.

In step 308, if the temperature is found not to be greater than the target temperature range the method may pass to step 312 where the measured temperature is again compared to the target temperature range. If the measured temperature is found in step 312 to be lower than the target temperature range the method may pass to step 314. In step 314, the flow rate of the cleaning chemistry is increased and the spraying of the chamber component is continued. From step 314 the method passes back to step 306 where the temperature is re-measured.

If in step 312, the measured temperature is found to be within the target temperature range, the method may pass to step 316 in which a determination is made whether the step of spraying the chamber component with cleaning chemistry is complete. The decision whether the step of spraying the chamber component with cleaning chemistry is complete may be based upon a duration of spraying, an observation of the chamber component, or on any other suitable method of determining whether the chamber component has been cleaned of all, or a substantial portion of, the unintentional coating 106.

If, in step 316, it is determined that the cleaning chemistry spray step is not finished, the method may pass to step 318 where the spraying of the component with the cleaning chemistry is continued. The method may then pass to step 306, and the method continued until such time as a determination is made in step 316 that the cleaning chemistry spray step is finished. At such time the method may pass to step 320 where the method ends.

The method 300 of FIG. 3 may be used to accomplish step 206 in method 200 of FIG. 2.
ing chemistry. Cleaning chemistry may fall to the bottom of tank 402 and be collected by drain 418, from which the cleaning chemistry may be pumped through conduit 416 by pump 414. The cleaning chemistry may be pumped directly through conduit 412 to cleaning chemistry source 410, or may first be filtered and/or reconditioned prior to being returned to cleaning chemistry source 410.

[0067] During the spraying operation, the temperature of the chamber component 404 may be measured by sensor 420, and reported to controller 424 over signal line 422. If the temperature of the chamber component 404 exceeds a target temperature or temperature range, the controller may command a decrease in the rate of flow of cleaning chemistry from the nozzles 408. Similarly, if the temperature of the chamber component 404 falls below a target temperature or temperature range, the controller may command an increase in the rate of flow of cleaning chemistry from the nozzles 408. As discussed above, the temperature of the chamber component 404 may be measured directly. In addition, the temperature of the chamber component 404 may be indirectly measured by measuring the temperature of the cleaning chemistry which falls to the bottom of the tank 402.

[0068] If the temperature of the chamber component 404 cannot be raised into the acceptable temperature range by simply increasing the flow rate of cleaning chemistry, the cleaning chemistry may be preheated before it is sprayed on the cleaning chamber 404.

[0069] The nozzles 408 may be controlled as a group or may be individually controlled in order to place additional cleaning chemistry on portions of the chamber component 404 which have a greater amount of unintended coating 106, and to place less cleaning chemistry on portions of the chamber component 404 which have a lesser amount of unintended coating 106.

[0070] FIG. 5 is a schematic drawing of another spraying apparatus 500 of the present invention. Spraying apparatus 500 may be substantially similar to the spraying apparatus 400 of FIG. 4, with the following differences. In spraying apparatus 500, the chamber component 404 is not suspended and/or raised by component holding devices 406. Instead, chamber component 404 may be placed upon turntable 502. Turntable 502 may be used to rotate the chamber component 404.

[0071] In operation, the spraying apparatus 500 may be operated similarly to the spraying apparatus 400 of FIG. 4, with the following differences. In the spraying apparatus 500 of FIG. 5, the chamber component 404 may be placed upon a turntable 502 rather than suspended from component holding devices 406. The turntable 502 may rotate which in turn may rotate chamber component 404 so that cleaning chemistry which may be sprayed from nozzles 408 may reach all exterior portions of chamber component 404.

[0072] FIG. 6 is a schematic drawing of yet another spraying apparatus 600 of the present invention. Spraying apparatus 600 may be substantially similar to the spraying apparatus 500 of FIG. 5, with the following exceptions. Spraying apparatus 600 may have an interior spray assembly 602. The interior spray assembly 602 may include a cleaning chemistry source 604 connected through a conduit/support member 606 to a nozzle 608. Nozzle 608 may be similar to nozzle 408. The nozzle 608 may be movably and/or rotatably mounted on conduit/support member 606. In addition, or alternatively, the conduit/support member 606 may be adapted to move the nozzle 608 vertically and or rotationally. Although only one nozzle 608 is shown, it is to be understood that a plurality of nozzles 608 may be used and attached to conduit/support member 606.

[0073] The controller 424 may be connected to the cleaning chemistry source 604 by control line 610.

[0074] Although the spraying apparatus 600 as depicted in FIG. 6 may be based on the spraying apparatus 500 of FIG. 5, it should be understood that the spraying apparatus 400 of FIG. 4 may be similarly modified. Thus, spraying apparatus 400 may be modified to include an interior spray assembly 602 that is adapted to spray cleaning solution on the interior of chamber component 404 while the component holding devices 406 rotate the chamber component 404.

[0075] In operation, the spraying apparatus 600 may be operated similarly to the spraying apparatus 400 of FIG. 4 and the spraying apparatus 500 of FIG. 5, with the additional functionality described herein. The spraying apparatus 600 of FIG. 6 may spray cleaning chemistry on the interior portions of chamber component 404 through the nozzle 608. Cleaning chemistry may flow from cleaning chemistry source 604 through the conduit 606 to the nozzle 608. The interior spray assembly 602 may be operated independently of the nozzles 408. Alternatively, the interior spray assembly 602 may be operated in conjunction with the nozzles 408.

[0076] During the spraying operation, the nozzle 608 may rotate so that all interior portions of the chamber component 404 may be sprayed with cleaning composition. The rotation of the nozzle 608 may be accomplished by rotating the conduit/support member 606 or by any other suitable method. In addition, the nozzle 608 may be moved in the vertical direction by raising or lowering the conduit/support member 606, or by any other suitable method.

[0077] FIG. 7 is a schematic drawing of still another spraying apparatus 700 of present invention. The spraying apparatus 700 may be substantially similar to the spraying apparatus 400 of FIG. 4 with the following exceptions. Whereas the spray nozzles 408 of FIG. 4 may be mounted on the interior walls of the tank 402, the nozzles 408 of FIG. 7 may be mounted on arm 702. The arm 702 may be mounted on a robot arm (not shown) or a track (not shown) which may run around the bottom of the tank 402. Thus, the arm 702 may be moved around the chamber component 404 in order to allow cleaning chemistry to reach all exterior portions of the chamber component 404 from a plurality of directions. The spray-
ing apparatus 700 may also include a cleaning chemistry source 704 which may be connected to the arm 702 through a conduit 706. The conduit 706 may be a flexible hose in order to enable the arm 702 to be moved around the inside of the tank 402.

In FIG. 7, the arm is shown on the left side of the apparatus. From that location, an arm could sweep linearly from one side of the apparatus to another, or an arm could spin while staying in the same location. Furthermore, an arm could linearly sweep across the apparatus while simultaneously spinning on one of its axes. A moveable arm could also be located on the top or bottom of the apparatus in addition to the sides. A combination of stationary and moveable nozzles is also possible within the apparatus. Different nozzles or sets of nozzles may be controlled independently. Independent control allows a nozzle or set of nozzles to treat the thickly accumulated areas for a longer time or at a faster chemical flow rate in order to more effectively clean the component. Effectively cleaning includes both removal of unwanted material without over-etching, and cleaning in the shortest possible time. Additionally, the spraying apparatus may gain sprayed chemical from the bottom of the apparatus and pump it with one or more pumps 414 to be recycled.

While the figures show the bottom of the tank 402 as flat, it could be slanted or otherwise configured to aid collection of the chemical. The recycled chemical may be immediately reused in the process, filtered (chemically and/or mechanically) and immediately reused, or pumped to a recycling station for treatment prior to reuse.

In operation, the spraying apparatus 700 of FIG. 7 may be operated similarly to the spraying apparatus 400 of FIG. 4, with the following differences. In FIG. 4, the chamber component 404 may be rotated so that the nozzles 408 may reach all portions of the exterior of the chamber component 404. In FIG. 7, the chamber component 404 may be held stationary by component holding devices 406 and the nozzles 408, which may be mounted on arm 702, may be moved laterally, vertically and/or rotationally to reach all exterior portions of the chamber component 404.

In all of the embodiments described above, the nozzles 408 may be independently controlled so that more or less cleaning chemistry may be sprayed on portions of the chamber component 404 which have more or less unintentional coating 106 there on.

In the following, 15 embodiments of the invention are described.

According to a first embodiment, a method of cleaning an electronic device manufacturing process chamber part is provided, comprising:

- spraying the part with an acid;
- spraying the part with DI water; and
- treating the part with potassium hydroxide.
In a tenth embodiment, a spray cleaning apparatus according to the ninth embodiment is provided, further comprising a temperature sensor (420) adapted to measure the temperature of the chamber component.

In an eleventh embodiment, a cleaning apparatus according to the tenth embodiment is provided, further comprising a controller (424) which is adapted to compare a temperature of the chamber component to a predetermined temperature range and/or which is further adapted to change the flow rate of cleaning chemistry sprayed by the spray nozzle.

In a twelfth embodiment, a spray cleaning apparatus according to the eleventh embodiment is provided, wherein the controller (424) is adapted to increase the flow of cleaning chemistry to increase the temperature of the chamber component.

In a thirteenth embodiment, a spray cleaning apparatus according to the eleventh or twelveth embodiment is provided, wherein the controller (424) is adapted to decrease the flow of cleaning chemistry to decrease the temperature of the chamber component.

In a fourteenth embodiment, a spray cleaning apparatus for components (400, 500, 600, 700) of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber is provided, comprising:

- a cleaning tank (402);
- a plurality of spray nozzles (408, 608) connected to an arm (606, 702);
- a mounting device (406) adapted to hold a process chamber component (404) inside the tank; and
- a cleaning chemistry supply (410, 704, 604) connected to the spray nozzles;

wherein the arm is adapted to move the spray nozzles to direct a spray of cleaning chemistry at the chamber component from a plurality of directions.

In a fifteenth embodiment, a spray cleaning apparatus according to the fourteenth embodiment is provided, further comprising a controller (424) which is adapted to direct the spray of cleaning chemistry from individual spray nozzles to increase the amount of cleaning chemistry which impacts portions of the chamber component which are more heavily coated with a film to be cleaned and/or to decrease the amount of cleaning chemistry which impacts portions of the chamber component which are less heavily coated with film to be cleaned.

The foregoing description discloses only exemplary embodiments of the invention. Modifications of the above disclosed apparatus and methods which fall within the scope of the invention will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art.

Claims

1. A spray cleaning apparatus (400, 500, 600, 700) for components of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber comprising:

- a support member (606, 702, 706);
- a spray nozzle (408, 608) attached to the support member;
- a cleaning chemistry supply (410, 604, 704); and
- a conduit (606, 706) adapted to convey cleaning chemistry from the cleaning chemistry supply to the spray nozzle;

wherein the spray nozzle attached to the support member is adapted to rotate and/or to move linearly and is adapted to direct a spray of cleaning chemistry to the interior of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber component from a plurality of directions.

2. The spray cleaning apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a temperature sensor (420) adapted to measure the temperature of the chamber component.

3. The spray cleaning apparatus of claim 2, further comprising a controller (424) which is adapted to compare a temperature of the chamber component to a predetermined temperature range and/or which is further adapted to change the flow rate of cleaning chemistry sprayed by the spray nozzle.

4. The spray cleaning apparatus of claim 3, wherein the controller (424) is adapted to increase the flow of cleaning chemistry to increase the temperature of the chamber component.

5. The spray cleaning apparatus of claim 3 or 4, wherein the controller (424) is adapted to decrease the flow of cleaning chemistry to decrease the temperature of the chamber component.

6. A spray cleaning apparatus for components (400, 500, 600, 700) of an electronic device manufacturing process chamber comprising:

- a cleaning tank (402);
- a plurality of spray nozzles (408, 608) connected to an arm (606, 702);
- a mounting device (406) adapted to hold a process chamber component (404) inside the tank; and
- a cleaning chemistry supply (410, 704, 604) connected to the spray nozzles;

wherein the arm is adapted to move the spray nozzles to direct a spray of cleaning chemistry at the chamber component from a plurality of directions.

7. The spray cleaning apparatus of claim 6, further
comprising a controller (424) which is adapted to direct the spray of cleaning chemistry from individual spray nozzles to increase the amount of cleaning chemistry which impacts portions of the chamber component which are more heavily coated with a film to be cleaned and/or to decrease the amount of cleaning chemistry which impacts portions of the chamber component which are less heavily coated with film to be cleaned.
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